
Streamline execution and 
compliance with comprehensive 
mobile communication and task 
management.

Executing key strategic initiatives while ensuring daily 
tasks are correctly performed is a common retail struggle, 
especially without a consistent structure, methodology 
and process. Logile delivers easy-to-use mobile solutions 
that ensure your associates know what is expected while 
enabling your managers to effectively manage and 
monitor task compliance.

Logile Store Execution Management is based on our 
powerful Task Engine that simplifies the creation, 
planning, distribution and communication of training, 
projects, tasks, reviews, audits and surveys. Information 
flows only to employees who need it, when they need it, 
and how they need it. Start realizing greater productivity, 
more consistent and timely execution, and improved 
employee morale.

Task Execution 
Our Task Engine supports a variety of solution-based 
apps to enhance many key aspects of execution 

Store 
Execution 
Management

management, including food safety and store 
conditions/compliance, with more apps already in 
development. 

We not only want to schedule the right people at the 
place at the right time, but we want to ensure that they 
are doing the right things in the right way—following 
company best-practice guidance.

Our Task Engine and various apps are designed to help 
you deploy faster and to tailor our solutions to meet 
your brand-specific needs. Separate task and WFM 
solutions never achieve this level of integration. We 
offer a seamless solution on an integrated platform 
that makes deployment, training and store use much 
easier for stores to achieve best results.

Key to our objective is the creation of a unified work list
—by department or by associate—that combines the 
Heartbeat tasks defined in the labor model with 
corporate directives, specialized tasks from our 
solution-based apps, and store-created task items. This 
makes for a highly customizable solution you can tailor 
to your business requirements to guide associates to do 
what is needed in the right way. Our execution 
management design is a total game changer.



Communications
Streamline employee communication and ensure 
message delivery of your everyday operational 
communications as well as push to device emergency 
notifications in times of crisis.

Store Conditions & Compliance
Leverage our extensive library of customizable 
operations templates, compliance and reporting for 
tasks associated with running a clean, well-managed 
store and executing corporate merchandising and 
advertising programs. 

Food Safety
Protect your customers and brand with unparalleled 
solution-driven guidance, wireless temperature 

Logile is the leading retail labor planning, workforce management, inventory management and store execution provider. 
Our proven AI, machine-learning technology and industrial engineering help retailers worldwide achieve operational 

excellence and provide the best service and products at optimal cost. Gain the Advantage with The Logic of Labor. 
Beyond workforce management—complete store planning and execution solutions. Logile.com

sensors and help with Hazard Analysis and Critical 
Control Points (HACCP) program automation, training, 
measurement, reporting and compliance. 

Other Store Solutions
Our solution-based apps address real operational 
challenges. Use Incident Management to initiate tasks 
at the store level that require corporate resources to 
complete, and route to the appropriate corporate 
contact to expedite. Use Queue Management to 
equitably and efficiently manage—and track—customer 
queuing at service counters that don't have obvious 
queuing lines. Other apps target 5S program 
compliance, best methods compliance and coaching, 
loss prevention case management, etc.




